ABSTRACT

A distributed address database management technique involves maintaining an address database by each of a number of interconnected modules. Each module maintains a number of locally owned address entries and a number of remotely owned address entries in the address database. Each module monitors the status of its locally owned address entries, maintains the locally owned address entries based upon the status, and provides the status to the other interconnected modules. Each module maintains the remotely owned address entries based upon the status received from the other interconnected modules. When a module adds a locally owned address entry to its address database, the module notifies the other interconnected modules, which in turn add a corresponding remotely owned address entry to their respective address databases. When a module purges a locally owned address entry from its address database, the module notifies the other interconnected modules, which in turn purge the corresponding remotely owned address entries from their respective address databases. Each module may periodically send a keep-alive message including a list of active addresses to the other interconnected modules, which maintain a persistence timer for each of the remotely owned address entries and purge a particular remotely owned address entry if the corresponding persistence timer expires before receiving a keep-alive message identifying the remotely owned address entry as an active remotely owned address entry. Upon receiving a keep-alive message, a module adds a remotely owned address entry for a particular address to its address database if such a remotely owned address entry is not already maintained in the address database. A module purges all remotely owned address entries from its address database if the module is reconfigured to operate in a stand-alone mode. A module purges all remotely owned address entries associated with a particular interconnected module if that particular interconnected module is removed.
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302 START

304 MAINTAIN AN ADDRESS DATABASE INCLUDING A NUMBER OF LOCALLY OWNED ADDRESS ENTRIES AND A NUMBER OF REMOTELY OWNED ADDRESS ENTRIES, WHERE EACH ADDRESS ENTRY INCLUDES AN ADDRESS

306 MONITOR THE STATUS OF THE NUMBER OF LOCALLY OWNED ADDRESS ENTRIES

308 DETERMINE THAT A LOCALLY OWNED ADDRESS ENTRY IS OBSOLETE

310 PURGE THE OBSOLETE LOCALLY OWNED ADDRESS ENTRY FROM THE ADDRESS DATABASE

312 SEND A PURGE MESSAGE TO THE OTHER MODULES INCLUDING THE ADDRESS FROM THE OBSOLETE LOCALLY OWNED ADDRESS ENTRY

399 END
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402 START

404 RECEIVE A PROTOCOL MESSAGE FROM A DIRECTLY CONNECTED COMMUNICATION DEVICE INCLUDING AN ADDRESS

406 ADD A LOCALLY OWNED ADDRESS ENTRY TO THE ADDRESS DATABASE INCLUDING THE ADDRESS AND A PORT IDENTIFIER

408 SEND A CONTROL MESSAGE TO THE OTHER MODULES INCLUDING THE ADDRESS FROM THE PROTOCOL MESSAGE AND A MODULE IDENTIFIER

499 END
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502 START

504 RECEIVE A CONTROL MESSAGE FROM ANOTHER MODULE INCLUDING AN ADDRESS AND A MODULE IDENTIFIER

506 ADD A REMOTELY OWNED ADDRESS ENTRY TO THE ADDRESS DATABASE INCLUDING THE ADDRESS AND THE MODULE IDENTIFIER

599 END
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604 RECEIVE A PURGE MESSAGE FROM ANOTHER MODULE INCLUDING AN ADDRESS

606 FIND A REMOTELY OWNED ADDRESS ENTRY IN THE ADDRESS TABLE INCLUDING THE ADDRESS

608 PURGE THE REMOTELY OWNED ADDRESS ENTRY FROM THE ADDRESS DATABASE

699 END
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702 START

704 SEND A KEEP-ALIVE MESSAGE TO THE OTHER MODULES INCLUDING A NUMBER OF ADDRESSES

799 END
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804 MAINTAIN A PERSISTENCE TIMER FOR EACH REMOTELY OWNED ADDRESS ENTRY IN THE ADDRESS DATABASE

806 RECEIVE A KEEP-ALIVE MESSAGE FROM ANOTHER MODULE INCLUDING A NUMBER OF ADDRESSES

808 SEARCH FOR A REMOTELY OWNED ADDRESS ENTRY CORRESPONDING TO AN ADDRESS IN THE KEEP-ALIVE MESSAGE

810 FOUND? YES

812 ADD REMOTELY OWNED ADDRESS ENTRY TO THE ADDRESS DATABASE

814 RESET THE PERSISTENCE TIMER CORRESPONDING TO THE REMOTELY OWNED ADDRESS ENTRY
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902 START

904 DETECT AN EXPIRED PERSISTENCE TIMER INDICATING AN OBSOLETE REMOTELY OWNED ADDRESS ENTRY

906 PURGE THE OBSOLETE REMOTELY OWNED ADDRESS ENTRY FROM THE ADDRESS DATABASE
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1002 START

1004 DETERMINE THAT THE MODULE HAS BEEN RECONFIGURED TO OPERATE IN A STAND-ALONE MODE

1006 PURGE ALL REMOTELY OWNED ADDRESS ENTRIES FROM THE ADDRESS DATABASE

1099 END
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1102 START

1104 DETERMINE THAT ANOTHER MODULE HAS BEEN REMOVED FROM THE STACK

1106 PURGE ALL REMOTELY OWNED ADDRESS ENTRIES THAT ARE ASSOCIATED WITH THE REMOVED MODULE FROM THE ADDRESS DATABASE
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SYSTEM, DEVICE, AND METHOD FOR ADDRESS MANAGEMENT IN A DISTRIBUTED COMMUNICATION ENVIRONMENT
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The present invention relates generally to communication systems, and more particularly to address management in a communication system.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0007] In today’s information age, it is typical for computers and computer peripherals to be interconnected over a communication network. The communication network typically includes a plurality of communication links that are interconnected through a number of intermediate devices, such as bridges, routers, or switches. Information sent by a source device to a destination device traverses one or more communication links.

[0008] The various communication devices in the communication network, including the computers, computer peripherals, and intermediate devices, utilize various communication protocols in order to transport the information from the source device to the destination device. The communication protocols are typically implemented in layers, which together form a protocol stack. Each protocol layer provides a specific set of services to the protocol layer immediately above it in the protocol stack. Although there are different protocol layering schemes in use today, the different protocol layering schemes have certain common attributes. Specifically, protocols at the lowest layer in the protocol stack, which are typically referred to as the “layer 1” or “physical layer” protocols, define the physical and electrical characteristics for transporting the information from one communication device to another communication device across a single communication link. Protocols at the next layer in the protocol stack, which are typically referred to as the “layer 2” or “Medium Access Control (MAC) layer” protocols, define the protocol message formats for transporting the information across the single communication link by the physical layer protocols. Protocols at the next layer in the protocol stack, which are typically referred to as the “layer 3” or “network layer” protocols, define the protocol message formats for transporting the information end-to-end from the source device to the destination device across multiple communication links. Higher layer protocols ultimately utilize the services provided by the network protocols for transferring information across the communication network.

[0009] In order for a communication device to utilize the services of the communication network, the communication device is assigned various addresses that are used by the different protocol layers in the protocol stack. Specifically, each communication device that participates in a MAC layer protocol is assigned a MAC layer address that is used to identify the particular communication device to other communication devices participating in the MAC layer protocol. Furthermore, each communication device that participates in a network layer protocol is assigned a network layer address that is used to identify the particular communication device to other communication devices participating in the network layer protocol. Other addresses may be used at the higher layers of the protocol stack, for example, for directing the information to a particular application within the destination device.

[0010] Therefore, in order for the source device to send a message to the destination device, the source device first encapsulates the message into a network layer protocol message (referred to as a “packet” or “datagram” in various network layer protocols). The network layer protocol message typically includes a source network layer address equal to the network layer address of the source device and a destination network layer address equal to the network layer address of the destination device. The source device then encapsulates the network layer protocol message into a MAC layer protocol message (referred to as a “frame” in various MAC layer protocols). The MAC layer protocol message typically includes a source MAC layer address equal to the MAC layer address of the source device and a destination MAC layer address equal to the MAC layer address of the destination device. The source device then sends the MAC layer protocol message over the communication link according to a particular physical layer protocol.

[0011] In certain situations, the source device and the destination device may be on different communication links. Therefore, an intermediate device receives the MAC layer protocol message from the source device over one communication link and forwards the MAC layer protocol message to the destination device on another communication link.
based upon the destination MAC layer address. Such an intermediate device is often referred to as a “MAC layer switch.”

In order to forward protocol messages across multiple communication links, each intermediate device typically maintains an address database including a number of address entries, where each address entry includes filtering and forwarding information associated with a particular address. A typical address entry maps an address to a corresponding network interface. Such address entries are typically used for forwarding protocol messages by the intermediate device, specifically based upon a destination address in each protocol message. For example, upon receiving a protocol message over a particular incoming network interface and including a particular destination address, the intermediate device finds an address entry for the destination address, and processes the protocol message based upon the filtering and forwarding information in the address entry. The intermediate device may, for example, “drop” the protocol message or forward the protocol message onto an outgoing network interface designated in the address entry.

Each intermediate device typically creates its address entries dynamically whenever the intermediate device receives an unknown address. For example, when an intermediate device receives a protocol message including an unknown source address, the intermediate device may create an address entry mapping the particular address to the interface over which the protocol message was received. Therefore, when the intermediate device receives a protocol message with a destination address equal to that particular address, the intermediate device processes the protocol message based upon the filtering and routing information in the address entry. Specifically, the intermediate device typically “drops” the protocol message, if the protocol message is received over network interface that is associated with that particular address, or forwards the protocol message onto the network interface that is associated with that particular address, if the protocol message is received over a different network interface than the network interface associated with that particular network address.

Because an intermediate device typically has a limited amount of memory in which to store address entries, the intermediate device typically purges address entries that become obsolete. For example, the intermediate device typically purges an address entry if that address entry has not been used within a predetermined period of time. Such purged address entries are then available for reuse.

In a typical intermediate device, a central address database is maintained by an address maintenance module, which facilitates address management, and, in particular, facilitates purging obsolete address entries. However, in certain intermediate devices, a separate address database is maintained by various independent modules. In such intermediate devices, it is often necessary for the address databases to be synchronized so that each address database contains the same addresses.

Therefore, each module typically monitors the status of the address entries in its own address database, and purges those address entries that are determined to be obsolete. Unfortunately, a particular address entry may be purged by some modules and not by others, or may be purged by various modules at different times. This can result in the address databases becoming unsynchronized.

Therefore, a technique for address management is needed.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with one aspect of the invention, a number of distributed address databases are synchronized. Each address database is maintained by one of a number of interconnected modules. Each module maintains a number of locally owned address entries and a number of remotely owned address entries in the address database. Each module monitors the status of its locally owned address entries, maintains the locally owned address entries based upon the status, and provides the status to the other interconnected modules. Each module also receives the status of its remotely owned address entries from the other interconnected modules, and maintains the remotely owned address entries based upon the status received from the other interconnected modules.

In accordance with another aspect of the invention, when a new address is learned, each of the interconnected modules adds a corresponding address entry to its respective address database. The receiving module learns the new address from a received protocol message, and adds a locally owned address entry for the address to its address database. The receiving module informs the other interconnected modules of the new address by either forwarding the protocol message to a destination module according to the destination address in the protocol message or by sending an explicit new address message to the other interconnected modules. Each of the other interconnected modules adds a remotely owned address entry for the address to its respective address database. The remotely owned address entry includes, among other things, the remotely owned address and a module identifier identifying the receiving (source) module.

In accordance with yet another aspect of the invention, a module determines that a locally owned address entry is obsolete, purges the obsolete locally owned address entry from its address database, and sends a purge message to the other interconnected modules including the obsolete address from the obsolete locally owned address entry. Each of the other interconnected modules purges the corresponding remotely owned address entry from its address database.

In accordance with still another aspect of the invention, each module maintains a persistence timer for each of the remotely owned address entries in its address database, and purges a remotely owned address entry from its address database if the corresponding persistence timer expires. Each module periodically sends a keep-alive message including a list of active addresses to the other interconnected modules. Upon receiving a keep-alive message, a module searches for a remotely owned address entry corresponding to each of the active addresses listed in the keep-alive message. If a remotely owned address entry is found for a particular active address, then the module resets the persistence timer corresponding to the remotely owned address entry. If a remotely owned address entry is not found for a particular active address, then the module adds a remotely owned address entry for the address to its address database and starts a persistence timer for the remotely owned address entry.

In accordance with still another aspect of the invention, a module purges all remotely owned address
entries from its address database upon determining that the module has been reconfigured to operate in a stand-alone mode.

[0023] In accordance with still another aspect of the invention, one of the interconnected modules may be removed. Each of the remaining interconnected modules purges all of the remotely owned address entries associated with the removed module from its respective address database.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024] The foregoing and other objects and advantages of the invention will be appreciated more fully from the following further description thereof with reference to the accompanying drawings wherein:

[0025] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an exemplary stack configuration including a number of interconnected Ethernet switching modules in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;

[0026] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing an exemplary network address translator including a number of interconnected slots in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention;

[0027] FIG. 3 is a logic flow diagram showing exemplary logic for synchronizing an address database by a module in a communication system having a plurality of interconnected modules in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

[0028] FIG. 4 is a logic flow diagram showing exemplary logic for maintaining the address database in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

[0029] FIG. 5 is a logic flow diagram showing exemplary logic for adding remotely owned addresses to the address database in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

[0030] FIG. 6 is a logic flow diagram showing exemplary logic for purging obsolete remotely owned address entries from the address database in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

[0031] FIG. 7 is a logic flow diagram showing exemplary logic for advertising active addresses among the various modules in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

[0032] FIG. 8 is a logic flow diagram showing exemplary logic for a keep-alive technique in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

[0033] FIG. 9 is a logic flow diagram showing exemplary logic for purging obsolete remotely owned address entries that have persisted in the address database in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

[0034] FIG. 10 is a logic flow diagram showing exemplary logic for purging remotely owned address entries from the address database when the module is reconfigured to operate in a stand-alone mode in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

[0035] FIG. 11 is a logic flow diagram showing exemplary logic for purging remotely owned address entries associated with a removed module in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0036] The address management techniques of the present invention enable a number of distributed address databases to be synchronized. The number of address databases may be distributed within a single communication device and/or among a number of separate communication devices. Each address database is maintained independently by some entity, which, for convenience, is referred to hereinafter as a “module.” The various modules are interconnected, for example, via a bus, backplane, or other signaling medium, so that the modules can coordinate address management across the distributed address databases.

[0037] Each module supports a number of directly connected communication devices, and is responsible for managing the addresses of its directly connected communication devices. Specifically, each module dynamically “learns” the addresses of its directly connected communication devices, for example, based upon protocol messages sent to and from the directly connected communication devices. Whenever a module “learns” a new address of a directly connected communication device, the module adds an address entry for the address to its address database. After creating the locally owned address entry, the module informs the other interconnected modules of the new address by forwarding the protocol message to a destination module based upon the destination address in the protocol message and/or sending to the other modules an explicit new address message including the new address. Each of the other interconnected modules adds a corresponding address entry for the address to its address database.

[0038] For convenience, an address learned by a particular module is referred to hereinafter as a “locally owned address” for that module, while an address learned by another module is referred to hereinafter as a “remotely owned address” for that module. Similarly, an address entry for a locally owned address is referred to hereinafter as a “locally owned address entry,” while an address entry for a remotely owned address is referred to hereinafter as a “remotely owned address entry.” Thus, each module’s address database typically includes both locally owned address entries and remotely owned address entries.

[0039] In accordance with the present invention, each module monitors the status of its locally owned address entries in order to identify any locally owned address entries that become obsolete. A locally owned address entry may be considered obsolete, for example, if no protocol messages are sent to or from the corresponding directly connected communication device within a predetermined period of time. When a module determines that a locally owned address entry is obsolete, the module purges the locally owned address entry from its address database, and then sends a purge message to the other modules including the obsolete address from the purged address entry. Upon receiving the purge message, the other modules purge the corresponding remotely owned address entry from their respective address databases, thereby synchronizing their respective address databases.

[0040] As long as the purge message is received by all modules, the distributed address databases will be synchro-
nized. However, in certain situations, it is possible for the purge message to be lost or corrupted, such that some or all of the other modules fail to receive the purge message and therefore fail to purge the obsolete address entry. This can cause obsolete address entries to persist in certain address databases, reducing the number of address entries that are available for creating new address entries.

[0041] Therefore, in accordance with the present invention, each module may periodically send a keep-alive message to the other modules identifying each locally owned address that the module considers to be “active.” Each module also maintains a timer for each remotely owned address entry. A module resets the timer for a particular remotely owned address entry each time the module receives a keep-alive message indicating that the corresponding address is “active.” The module purges a particular remotely owned address entry if the corresponding timer expires by reaching a predetermined timeout value. In this way, each module eventually purges an obsolete address entry, even if the purge message was not received by all modules.

[0042] The address management techniques of the present invention have broad applicability. The address management techniques of the present invention can be used in many types of communication devices. The address management techniques of the present invention can also be used for managing addresses at various layers of the protocol stack. Various embodiments that utilize the address management techniques of the present invention are described in detail below.

[0043] I. Address Management in an Ethernet Switch Device

[0044] In one exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the address management techniques of the present invention are used to manage MAC layer addresses across a number of Ethernet switching modules.

[0045] In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, each Ethernet switching module is a particular device that is known as the BayStack™ 450 stackable Ethernet switch. The preferred Ethernet switching module can be configured to operate as an independent stand-alone device, or alternatively up to eight (8) Ethernet switching modules can be interconnected in a stack configuration, preferably by interconnecting the up to eight (8) Ethernet switching modules through a dual ring bus having a bandwidth of 2.5 gigabits per second. Within the stack configuration, a particular Ethernet switching module can be configured to operate in either a stand-alone mode, or in which the particular Ethernet switching module performs Ethernet switching independently of the other Ethernet switching modules in the stack, or a cooperating mode, in which the particular Ethernet switching module performs Ethernet switching in conjunction with other cooperating Ethernet switching modules. Furthermore, a particular Ethernet switching module in the stack can be dynamically reconfigured between the stand-alone mode and the cooperating mode without performing a system reset or power cycle of the particular Ethernet switching module, and Ethernet switching modules can be dynamically added to the stack and removed from the stack without performing a system reset or power cycle of the other Ethernet switching modules in the stack. The cooperating Ethernet switching modules interoperate, and are managed, as a single virtual Ethernet switch that supports a single address space.

[0046] FIG. 1 shows an exemplary stack configuration 100 including a number Ethernet switching modules 1 through N that are interconnected through a dual ring bus 140. As shown in FIG. 1, each Ethernet switching module (110, 120, 130) supports a number of physical Ethernet ports (113, 114, 123, 124, 133, 134). Each physical Ethernet port is attached to an Ethernet Local Area Network (LAN) on which there are a number of directly connected communication devices (not shown in FIG. 1). Thus, each directly connected communication device is associated with a particular physical Ethernet port on a particular Ethernet switching module.

[0047] Each Ethernet switching module (110, 120, 130) also supports an address database (111, 121, 131). In a preferred Ethernet switching module, the address database is an address table supporting up to 32 K address entries. The address entries are indexed using a hashing function based upon the address. The address database for a cooperating Ethernet switching module typically includes both locally owned address entries and remotely owned address entries.

[0048] Each Ethernet switching module (110, 120, 130) also includes switching logic (112, 122, 132) for processing Ethernet frames that are received over its associated physical Ethernet ports (113, 114, 123, 124, 133, 134) or from a cooperating Ethernet switching module. Specifically, the switching logic (112, 122, 132) performs filtering and forwarding of Ethernet frames based upon, among other things, the destination address in each Ethernet frame and the address entries in the address database (111, 121, 131). When the switching logic (112, 122, 132) receives an Ethernet frame over one of its associated Ethernet ports (113, 114, 123, 124, 133, 134), the switching logic (112, 122, 132) searches for an address entry in the address database (111, 121, 131) that maps the destination address in the Ethernet frame to one of the associated Ethernet ports or to one of the cooperating Ethernet switching modules. If the destination address is on the same Ethernet port (113, 114, 123, 124, 133, 134) over which the Ethernet frame was received, then the switching logic (112, 122, 132) “drops” the Ethernet frame. If the destination address is on a different one of the associated Ethernet ports (113, 114, 123, 124, 133, 134), then the switching logic (112, 122, 132) forwards the Ethernet frame to that Ethernet port (113, 114, 123, 124, 133, 134). If the destination address is on one of the cooperating Ethernet switching modules (110, 120, 130), then the switching logic (112, 122, 132) forwards the Ethernet frame to that cooperating Ethernet switching module (110, 120, 130). If the switching logic (112, 122, 132) does not find an address entry in the address database (111, 121, 131) for the destination address, then the switching logic (112, 122, 132) forwards the Ethernet frame to all associated Ethernet ports (113, 114, 123, 124, 133, 134) except for the Ethernet port over which the Ethernet frame was received and to all cooperating Ethernet switching modules (110, 120, 130).

[0049] Because each Ethernet switching module (110, 120, 130) can be configured to operate as an independent stand-alone device or in a stand-alone mode within the stack, each Ethernet switching module (110, 120, 130) includes management/control logic (115, 125, 135) that enables the Ethernet switching module (110, 120, 130) to be individually managed and controlled, for example, through a console user interface, a Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) session, or a world wide web session. Therefore,
the preferred management/control logic (115, 125, 135) includes, among other things, a Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) stack, an SNMP agent, and a web engine. Furthermore, each Ethernet switching module (110, 120, 130) is assigned MAC and IP addresses, allowing each Ethernet switching module (110, 120, 130) to send and receive management and control information independently of the other Ethernet switching modules (110, 120, 130). All cooperating Ethernet switching modules are assigned the same IP address.

As described in the related patent application entitled SYSTEM, DEVICE, AND METHOD FOR NETWORK MANAGEMENT IN A DISTRIBUTED COMMUNICATION ENVIRONMENT which was incorporated by reference above, the management/control logic (115, 125, 135) maintains a number of management databases (116, 126, 136) for storing configuration and operational information. The management/control logic (116, 126, 136) maintains a management database containing network management objects and parameters that are related to a particular port or interface, and maintains another management database containing network management objects and parameters that are system-wide in scope. When the Ethernet switching module (110, 120, 130) is operating in a cooperating mode within the stack, the management database containing network management objects and parameters that are system-wide in scope is referred to as the “shadowed” management database, and the management database containing network management objects and parameters that are related to a particular port or interface is referred to as the “segmented” management database. The management databases (116, 126, 136) are described in more detail below.

The management/control logic (115, 125, 135) interfaces with the other components of the Ethernet switching module (110, 120, 130) in order to manage and control the operations of the Ethernet switching module (110, 120, 130). Specifically, the management/control logic (115, 125, 135) interfaces to the address database (111, 121, 131), the switching logic (112, 122, 132), the physical Ethernet ports (113, 114, 123, 124, 133, 134), and other components of the Ethernet switching module (not shown in FIG. 1) in order to configure, monitor, and report the operational status of the Ethernet switching module (110, 120, 130) and of the individual components of the Ethernet switching module (110, 120, 130). For convenience, the various interconnections between the management/control logic (115, 125, 135) and the various other components are omitted from FIG. 1.

When operating in a stack configuration, it is often necessary for the cooperating Ethernet switching modules (110, 120, 130) to transfer information (including management information, control information, and data) over the dual-ring bus 140. Therefore, the management/control logic (115, 125, 135) provides an Inter-Module Communication (IMC) service. The IMC service supports both reliable (acknowledged) and unreliable transfers over the dual-ring bus 140. It should be noted that the reliable (acknowledged) IMC service utilizes certain mechanisms, such as acknowledgements and retransmissions, to improve the likelihood of a successful transfer, but does not guarantee a successful transfer. IMC information can be directed to a particular Ethernet switching module (i.e., unicast) or to all Ethernet switching modules (i.e., broadcast).

Each Ethernet switching module (110, 120, 130) maintains locally owned address entries and remotely owned address entries in its associated address database (111, 121, 131) in accordance with the address management techniques of the present invention. Each locally owned address entry includes, among other things, a locally owned address for a directly connected communication device and a port identifier identifying the physical Ethernet port (113, 114, 123, 124, 133, 134) over which the directly connected communication device is coupled to the particular Ethernet switching module (110, 120, 130). Each remotely owned address entry includes, among other things, a remotely owned address for a communication device that is directly connected to a different Ethernet switching module (110, 120, 130) and a module identifier identifying that different Ethernet switching module (110, 120, 130).

A. Adding a New Address

When a particular Ethernet switching module (referred to hereinafter as the “local Ethernet switching module”) receives an Ethernet frame from a directly connected communication device, the local Ethernet switching module searches its address database for an address entry associated with the source address. If the local Ethernet switching module fails to find an address entry associated with the source address, then the local Ethernet switching module adds an address entry (i.e., a locally owned address entry) for the source address to its address database. The address entry includes, among other things, the source address and a port identifier identifying the physical Ethernet port over which the Ethernet frame was received. The local Ethernet switching module also searches its address database for an address entry associated with the destination address and processes the Ethernet frame accordingly. Specifically, the local Ethernet switching module drops the Ethernet frame if the destination address is on the same physical Ethernet port as the source address as indicated by the port identifier in the locally owned address entry, forwards the Ethernet frame to the physical Ethernet port indicated by the port identifier in the locally owned address entry if the destination address is on a different physical Ethernet port than the source address, forwards the Ethernet frame to the cooperating Ethernet switching module indicated by the module identifier in the remotely owned address entry if the destination address is on a different Ethernet switching module, and forwards the Ethernet frame over all physical Ethernet ports (except the physical Ethernet port over which the Ethernet frame was received) and to all cooperating Ethernet switching modules if the Ethernet switching module fails to find an address entry associated with the destination address.

When the local Ethernet switching modules forwards the Ethernet frame to a cooperating Ethernet switching module over the dual-ring bus, the local Ethernet switching module includes a module identifier identifying the local Ethernet switching module. This allows the destination Ethernet switching module to determine the local Ethernet switching module for the Ethernet frame.

When the destination Ethernet switching module receives the Ethernet frame from the local Ethernet switching module over the dual-ring bus, the destination Ethernet switching module searches its address database for an address entry associated with the source address. If the
destination Ethernet switching module fails to find an address entry associated with the source address, then the destination Ethernet switching module adds an address entry (i.e., a remotely owned address entry) for the source address to its address database. The address entry includes, among other things, the source address and a module identifier identifying the local Ethernet switching module.

[0058] In addition to processing the Ethernet frame, which may involve forwarding the Ethernet frame to a destination Ethernet switching module, the local Ethernet switching module also explicitly informs the other cooperating Ethernet switching modules if the source address in the Ethernet frame is a new address. Specifically, the local Ethernet switching module sends an explicit new address message to the cooperating Ethernet switching modules over the dual-ring bus. The new address message includes, among other things, the source address and a module identifier identifying the local Ethernet switching module. Upon receiving the new address message over the dual-ring bus, each cooperating Ethernet switching module adds a corresponding remotely owned address entry to its address database. The remotely owned address entry includes, among other things, the source address and the module identifier.

[0059] B. Purging an Obsolete Address

[0060] Each Ethernet switching module performs an aging function on the locally owned address entries in its address database in order to detect obsolete locally owned address entries. Specifically, the Ethernet switching module maintains an aging timer for each locally owned address entry in its address database. The Ethernet switching module resets the aging timer for a particular locally owned address entry when the Ethernet switching module processes an Ethernet frame that is addressed from the corresponding locally owned address. The Ethernet switching module considers a particular locally owned address entry to be obsolete when the activity timer for the particular locally owned address entry expires.

[0061] When the Ethernet switching device determines that a locally owned address entry is obsolete, the Ethernet switching device purges the obsolete locally owned address entry from its address database. The Ethernet switching device then sends a purge message to the other cooperating Ethernet switching modules in the stack over the dual ring bus. The purge message includes, among other things, the obsolete address from the obsolete locally owned address entry.

[0062] Upon receiving the purge message over the dual ring bus, each cooperating Ethernet switching module uses a hash function to find the remotely owned address entry corresponding to the obsolete address, and purges the remotely owned address entry from its address database.

[0063] C. Error Recovery

[0064] Unfortunately, neither the dual ring bus system nor the various cooperating Ethernet switching modules guarantee reliable delivery of the purge message to the cooperating Ethernet switching modules. Consequently, each cooperating Ethernet switching module that fails to receive the purge message retains the obsolete remotely owned address entry in its address database. This can cause obsolete remotely owned address entries to persist in certain address databases, reducing the number of address entries that are available for creating new address entries.

[0065] Therefore, each Ethernet switching module performs an aging function on the remotely owned address entries in its address database in order to detect obsolete remotely owned address entries. The aging function performed on the remotely owned address entries is based upon an explicit keep-alive mechanism, unlike the aging function performed on the locally owned address entries, which is based upon the activity for a particular address.

[0066] Specifically, each Ethernet switching module periodically sends a keep-alive message to the other cooperating Ethernet switching modules in the stack over the dual ring bus. The keep-alive message includes a number of the locally owned addresses that are considered by the Ethernet switching module to be active. In a preferred Ethernet switching module, the keep-alive message is sent using an acknowledged inter-module communication mechanism, so that the keep-alive message is retransmitted one or more times if a failure is detected.

[0067] Each Ethernet switching module also maintains a persistence timer for each remotely owned address entry in its address database. The Ethernet switching module purges a particular remotely owned address entry from its address database when the persistence timer for the particular remotely owned address entry expires.

[0068] When the Ethernet switching module receives a keep-alive message, the Ethernet switching module uses a hash function to find a remotely owned address entry for each active address listed in the keep-alive message. If the Ethernet switching module finds the remotely owned address entry for a particular address, then the Ethernet switching module resets the corresponding persistence timer. The Ethernet switching module also updates the module identifier in the remotely owned address entry if the address has “moved” to a different Ethernet switching module, as indicated by the module identifier in the keep-alive message. If the Ethernet switching module fails to find a remotely owned address entry for a particular address, then the Ethernet switching module adds a remotely owned address entry for the address to its address database.

[0069] D. Dynamic Stack Reconfiguration

[0070] A cooperating Ethernet switching module can be dynamically reconfigured to operate in the stand-alone mode without performing a system reset or power cycle of the particular Ethernet switching module or the other cooperating Ethernet switching modules in the stack. When a cooperating Ethernet switching module is reconfigured to operate in the stand-alone mode, the reconfigured Ethernet switching module purges all remotely owned address entries from its address database, so that the reconfigured Ethernet switching module maintains only locally owned address entries that are needed for the reconfigured Ethernet switching module to operate independently of the other Ethernet switching modules. Similarly, each of the remaining cooperating Ethernet switching modules in the stack purges any and all remotely owned address entries that are associated with the reconfigured Ethernet switching module (based upon the module identifier in each remotely owned address entry), so that each remaining cooperating Ethernet switching module maintains its locally owned address entries and
those remotely owned address entries associated with the other remaining cooperating Ethernet switching modules.

[0071] Also, a cooperating Ethernet switching module can be dynamically removed from the stack without performing a system reset or power cycle of the other cooperating Ethernet switching modules in the stack. A cooperating Ethernet switching module is considered to be removed from the stack if it is physically removed from the stack, reset, powered off, or reconfigured to operate in stand-alone mode (which is discussed separately above). When a cooperating Ethernet switching module is removed from the stack, the remaining cooperating Ethernet switching modules in the stack purge all remotely owned address entries corresponding to the removed Ethernet switching module, so that each remaining cooperating Ethernet switching module maintains its locally owned address entries and those remotely owned address entries from the other remaining cooperating Ethernet switching modules.

[0072] Furthermore, a cooperating Ethernet switching module can be dynamically added into the stack without performing a system reset or power cycle of the other cooperating Ethernet switching modules in the stack. A cooperating Ethernet switching module is considered to be added to the stack if it is physically added to the stack, becomes operational after a system reset, becomes operational after a power on reset, or is reconfigured to operate in the cooperating mode. In order to synchronize its address database with the other cooperating Ethernet switching modules, the added Ethernet switching module learns the remotely owned addresses from keep-alive messages, and adds the appropriate remotely owned address entries to its address database.

[0073] II. Address Management in a Network Address Translator

[0074] In another exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the address management techniques of the present invention are used to manage network layer addresses across a number of modules within a network address translator (NAT).

[0075] In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the NAT is a particular device that is known as the BayRS network address translator. The preferred NAT performs network address translation in a communication network having two or more overlapping address domains. Specifically, the NAT translates the source address and destination address fields for routing a packet between overlapping address domains. More particularly, the NAT translates the destination address in the packet from a global address used in the source address domain into a local (domain-specific) address used in the destination address domain, translates the source address in the packet from a local (domain-specific) address used in the source address domain into a global address for use in the destination address domain. An exemplary NAT is described in the related patent application entitled NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION IN A NETWORK HAVING MULTIPLE OVERLAPPING ADDRESS DOMAINS, which was incorporated by reference above.

[0076] In one embodiment of the present invention, the NAT includes a number of modules (referred to as “slots”) that are interconnected through a common backplane. Each slot supports a number of network interfaces. Each slot also supports an address database of address translation entries, where each address translation entry maps a local address in one address domain to a global address for use within another address domain. A slot performs network address translation for packets received over its supported network interfaces based upon the address translation entries in its address database.

[0077] FIG. 2 shows an exemplary NAT 200 that includes a number of slots 1 through N that are interconnected through a backplane 240. As shown in FIG. 2, each slot (210, 220, 230) supports a network interface (213, 223, 233). Each slot (210, 220, 230) also includes an address database (211, 221, 231) of address translation entries, where each address translation entry maps a local address in one address domain to a global address for use within another address domain. Translating/routing logic (212, 222, 232) in each slot (210, 220, 230) performs network address translation for packets received over the corresponding network interface (213, 223, 233) based upon the address translation entries in the corresponding address database (211, 221, 231).

[0078] A. Adding a New Address

[0079] In order for a source host in a source address domain to send a packet to a destination host in a destination address domain, the source host obtains a destination host global address associated with the destination host in the destination address domain. In an exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the source host obtains the destination host global address through a domain name resolution procedure, which is described in the related patent application entitled DOMAIN NAME RESOLUTION IN A NETWORK HAVING MULTIPLE OVERLAPPING ADDRESS DOMAINS, which was incorporated by reference above. Briefly, in order to obtain the destination host global address, the source host sends a domain name resolution request message including a domain name associated with the destination host. The domain name resolution request is forwarded to a Domain Name System (DNS) Proxy, which resolves the domain name into the destination host global address by first obtaining the destination host local address from a local DNS server in the destination address domain, and then sending a translation request message to the NAT including, among other things, the source address domain, the destination host local address, and the destination address domain. The NAT translates the destination host local address into a unique destination host global address, and, in doing so, creates an address translation entry mapping the destination host local address from the destination address domain into the destination host global address used by the source address domain. Once the source host obtains the destination host local address, the source host sends a packet including a destination address equal to the destination host global address and a source address equal to the source host local address in the source address domain.

[0080] The packet is received by the NAT over a particular slot. Upon receiving the packet, the slot translates source address and/or the destination address in the packet, as described in the related patent application entitled NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION IN A NETWORK HAVING MULTIPLE OVERLAPPING ADDRESS DOMAINS, which was incorporated by reference above. Briefly, the slot translates the destination address in the
packet from the destination host global address into the destination host local address for the destination address domain, using the address translation entry created as part of the domain name resolution procedure. The slot also translates the source address in the packet from the source host local address in the source address domain into a source host global address for use in the destination address domain, and, in doing so, creates an address translation entry mapping the source host local address from the source address domain into the source host global address used by the destination address domain. After translating the addresses in the packet, the slot forwards the translated packet into the destination address domain.

[0081] Whenever a particular slot creates an address translation entry, that slot sends the address translation information to the other slots, which in turn create a corresponding address translation entry in their respective address databases.

[0082] B. Purging an Obsolete Address

[0083] Each slot performs an aging function on the locally owned address translation entries in its address database in order to detect locally owned address translation entries. Specifically, the slot maintains an activity timer for each locally owned address translation entry in its address database. The slot resets the activity timer for a particular locally owned address translation entry when the slot processes utilizes that locally owned address translation entry to translate an address in a packet. The slot considers a particular locally owned address translation entry to be obsolete when the activity timer for the particular locally owned address translation entry expires.

[0084] When the slot determines that a locally owned address translation entry is obsolete, the slot purges the obsolete locally owned address translation entry from its address database. The slot then sends informs the other slots, which in turn purge the corresponding remotely owned address entry from their respective address databases.

[0085] C. Error Recovery

[0086] In a preferred NAT having multiple slots, all inter-slot communication for adding and purging address translation entries is presumed to be effective. Therefore, no error recovery procedures are required for address management in the preferred NAT.

[0087] III. Alternative Embodiments

[0088] As described above, the address management techniques of the present invention may be employed for MAC layer address management in an Ethernet switch or for network layer address management in a network address translator. More generally, though, the address management techniques of the present invention may be employed in other types of communication devices having distributed address databases for managing addresses at the MAC layer, the network layer, or at other layers of the protocol stack. For example, the address management techniques of the present invention may also be employed for address management in communication devices including, but not limited to, bridges, routers, bridge-routers (broouters), switches, hubs, and other communication devices. The address management techniques of the present invention may also be employed in other applications, including, but not limited to, address caching in a multiprocessor system.

[0089] In situations where an error recovery mechanism is needed, a preferred embodiment of the present invention utilizes a keep-alive mechanism to recover from lost purge messages, as described above with reference to the modular Ethernet switching application. However, an alternative embodiment of the present invention may utilize a different error recovery mechanism in lieu of, or in addition to, the keep-alive mechanism. For example, an alternative embodiment may utilize a retransmission mechanism in which the purge message is retransmitted a number of times in order to improve the likelihood that all modules will receive the purge message. The retransmission mechanism requires that the retransmitting module maintain some history of obsolete address entries so that the purge message can be retransmitted. Thus, the retransmission mechanism complicates each module by requiring additional logic for maintaining and purging the historical information as well as additional memory for storing the historical information. A module in a preferred embodiment of the present invention does not maintain historical information after an address entry is purged, and therefore the retransmission mechanism is not used in a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

[0090] In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, predominantly all of the address management logic is implemented as a set of computer program instructions that are stored in a computer readable medium and executed by an embedded microprocessor system within the communication device. Preferred embodiments of the invention may be implemented in any conventional computer programming language. For example, preferred embodiments may be implemented in a procedural programming language (e.g., “C”) or an object oriented programming language (e.g., “C++”). Alternative embodiments of the invention may be implemented using discrete components, integrated circuitry, programmable logic used in conjunction with a programmable logic device such as a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) or microprocessor, or any other means including any combination thereof.

[0091] Alternative embodiments of the invention may be implemented as a computer program product for use with a computer system. Such implementation may include a series of computer instructions fixed either on a tangible medium, such as a computer readable media (e.g., a diskette, CD-ROM, ROM, or fixed disk), or fixed in a computer data signal embodied in a carrier wave that is transmittable to a computer system via a modem or other interface device, such as a communications adapter connected to a network over a medium. The medium may be either a tangible medium (e.g., optical or analog communications lines) or a medium implemented with wireless techniques (e.g., microwave, infrared or other transmission techniques). The series of computer instructions embodies all or part of the functionality previously described herein with respect to the system. Those skilled in the art should appreciate that such computer instructions can be written in a number of programming languages for use with many computer architectures or operating systems. Furthermore, such instructions may be stored in any memory device, such as semiconductor, magnetic, optical or other memory devices, and may be transmitted using any communications technology, such as
optical, infrared, microwave, or other transmission technologies. It is expected that such a computer program product may be distributed as a removable medium with accompanying printed or electronic documentation (e.g., shrink wrapped software), preloaded with a computer system (e.g., on system ROM or fixed disk), or distributed from a server or electronic bulletin board over the network (e.g., the Internet or World Wide Web).

[0092] Thus, various embodiments of the address management techniques of the present invention include a method, device, computer program, or system for synchronizing an address database by a module in a communication system having a plurality of interconnected modules. FIG. 3 is a logic flow diagram showing exemplary logic for synchronizing an address database by a module in a communication system having a plurality of interconnected modules. Beginning in step 302, the logic maintains an address database including a number of locally owned address entries and a number of remotely owned address entries, where each address entry includes an address, in step 304. The logic monitors the status of the number of locally owned address entries, in step 306. Upon determining that a locally owned address entry is obsolete, in step 308, the logic purges the obsolete locally owned address entry from the address database, in step 310, and sends a purge message to the other modules including, among other things, the address from the obsolete locally owned address entry. The logic terminates in step 399.

[0093] FIG. 4 is a logic flow diagram showing exemplary logic for maintaining the address database. Beginning in step 402, and upon receiving a protocol message from a directly connected communication device including an address, in step 404, the logic adds a locally owned address entry to the address database including the address and a port identifier, in step 406, and sends a control message to the other modules including from the protocol message and a module identifier, in step 408. The control message may include the protocol message itself or may be a separate new address message. The logic terminates in step 499.

[0094] FIG. 5 is a logic flow diagram showing exemplary logic for adding remotely owned addresses to the address database. Beginning in step 502, and upon receiving a control message from another module including an address and a module identifier, in step 504, the logic adds a remotely owned address entry to the address database including the address and the module identifier, in step 506. The logic terminates in step 599.

[0095] FIG. 6 is a logic flow diagram showing exemplary logic for purging obsolete remotely owned addresses from the address database. Beginning in step 602, and upon receiving a purge message from another module including an address, in step 604, the logic finds the remotely owned address entry in the address database that is associated with the address, in step 606, and purges the remotely owned address entry from the address database, in step 608. The logic terminates in step 699.

[0096] FIG. 7 is a logic flow diagram showing exemplary logic for advertising active addresses among the various modules. Beginning in step 702, the logic periodically sends a keep-alive message to the other modules including a number of address that are considered to be active addresses, in step 704. The logic terminates in step 799.

[0097] FIG. 8 is a logic flow diagram showing exemplary logic for a keep-alive technique. Beginning in step 802, the logic maintains a persistence timer for each remotely owned address entry in the address database, in step 804. Upon receiving a keep-alive message from another module including a number of addresses, in step 806, the logic processes each address as follows. The logic first searches in the address database for a remotely owned address entry corresponding to the address, in step 808. If the remotely owned address entry is found (YES in step 810), then the logic proceeds to reset the persistence timer corresponding to the remotely owned address entry, in step 814. If the remotely owned address entry is not found (NO in step 810), then the logic adds the remote owned address entry to the address database, in step 812, and resets the persistence timer corresponding to the remotely owned address entry, in step 814. If there is an address from the keep-alive message remaining to be processed (YES in step 816), then the logic recycles to step 808 to process a next address. Otherwise (NO in step 816), the logic terminates in step 899.

[0098] FIG. 9 is a logic flow diagram showing exemplary logic for purging obsolete remotely owned address entries that have persisted in the address database. The logic begins in step 902 by monitoring the persistence timers for the remotely owned address entries. Upon detecting an expired persistence timer, in step 904, the logic purges the obsolete remotely owned address entry from the address database, in step 906, and terminates in step 999.

[0099] FIG. 10 is a logic flow diagram showing exemplary logic for purging remotely owned address entries when the module is reconfigured to operate in a stand-alone mode. The logic begins in step 1002, and upon determining that the module has been reconfigured to operate in the stand-alone mode, in step 1004, the logic purges all remotely owned address entries from the address database, in step 1006, and terminates in step 1099.

[0100] FIG. 11 is a logic flow diagram showing exemplary logic for purging remotely owned address entries associated with a module that is removed from the stack. The logic begins in step 1102, and upon determining that another module has been removed from the stack, in step 1104, the logic purges all remotely owned address entries that are associated with the removed module from the address database, in step 1106, and terminates in step 1199.

[0101] The present invention may be embodied in other specific forms without departing from the essence or essential characteristics. The described embodiments are to be considered in all respects only as illustrative and not restrictive.

[0102] It should be noted that certain terms, such as “frame” and “packet,” are used generically to describe various protocol messages that are processed by a communication device, and should not be construed to limit application of the present invention to a specific protocol message format or communication protocol. Thus, a frame or packet may be any protocol message including, but not limited to, a frame, a packet, a datagram, a user datagram, or a cell.

1.79 (canceled)
80. A method for managing addresses by a module in a communication system having a plurality of interconnected modules, the method comprising:
maintaining an address database comprising a locally owned address entry and a remotely owned address entry;

monitoring a status for the locally owned address entry in the address database;

maintaining the locally owned address entry in the address database based upon the status for the locally owned address entry determined by the module;

providing the status for the locally owned address entries to another interconnected module;

receiving the status for the remotely owned address entry from another interconnected module; and

maintaining the remotely owned address entry in the address database based upon the status of the remotely owned address entry provided by another interconnected module associated with the remotely owned address entry.

81. The method in accordance with claim 80 wherein monitoring the status for the locally owned address entry comprises detecting a new locally owned address;

maintaining the locally owned address entry comprises adding a locally owned address entry for the new locally owned address to the address database; and

providing the status for the locally owned address entry to another interconnected module comprises transmitting a control message to the another interconnected module including the new locally owned address.

82. The method in accordance with claim 80 wherein:

receiving the status for the remotely owned address entry comprises receiving a control message from the another interconnected module including an address and a module identifier; and

maintaining the remotely owned address entry comprises adding a remotely owned address entry for the address to the address database.

83. The method in accordance with claim 80 wherein:

monitoring the status for the locally owned address entry comprises determining that the locally owned address entry is obsolete;

maintaining the locally owned address entry comprises purging the obsolete locally owned address entry from the address database; and

providing the status for the locally owned address entry to the another interconnected module comprises transmitting a purge message to the another interconnected module including the address from the obsolete locally owned address entry.

84. The method in accordance with claim 80 wherein:

receiving the status for the remotely owned address entry comprises receiving a purge message from the another interconnected module including an address associated with an obsolete remotely owned address entry; and

maintaining the remotely owned address entry comprises purging the obsolete remotely owned address entry from the address database.

85. The method in accordance with claim 80 further comprising:

reconfiguring the module to operate in a stand-alone mode; and

purging all remotely owned address entries from the address database upon reconfiguring the module to operate in the stand-alone mode.

86. The method in accordance with claim 80 further comprising:

determining that one of the interconnected modules has been removed; and

purging all remotely owned address entries associated with the removed module from the address database.

87. A module for managing addresses in a communication system having a plurality of interconnected modules, the method comprising:

means for maintaining an address database comprising a locally owned address entry and a remotely owned address entry;

means for monitoring a status for the locally owned address entry in the address database;

means for maintaining the locally owned address entry in the address database based upon the status for the locally owned address entry determined by the module;

means for providing the status for the locally owned address entries to another interconnected module;

means for receiving the status for the remotely owned address entry from another interconnected module; and

means for maintaining the remotely owned address entry in the address database based upon the status of the remotely owned address entry provided by another interconnected module associated with the remotely owned address entry.

88. The module in accordance with claim 87 wherein:

the means for monitoring the status for the locally owned address entry comprises means for detecting a new locally owned address;

the means for maintaining the locally owned address entry comprises means for adding a locally owned address entry for the new locally owned address to the address database; and

the means for providing the status for the locally owned address entry to another interconnected module comprises means for transmitting a control message to the another interconnected module including the new locally owned address.

89. The module in accordance with claim 87 wherein:

the means for receiving the status for the remotely owned address entry comprises means for receiving a control message from the another interconnected module including an address and a module identifier; and

the means for maintaining the remotely owned address entry comprises adding a remotely owned address entry for the address to the address database.

90. The module in accordance with claim 87 wherein:

the means for monitoring the status for the locally owned address entry comprises means for determining that the locally owned address entry is obsolete;
the means for maintaining the locally owned address entry comprises means for purging the obsolete locally owned address entry from the address database; and

the means for providing the status for the locally owned address entry to the another interconnected module comprises means for transmitting a purge message to the another interconnected module including the address from the obsolete locally owned address entry.

91. The module in accordance with claim 87 wherein:

the means for receiving the status for the remotely owned address entry comprises means for receiving a purge message from the another interconnected module including an address associated with an obsolete remotely owned address entry; and

the means for maintaining the remotely owned address entry comprises means for purging the obsolete remotely owned address entry from the address database.

92. The module in accordance with claim 87 further comprising:

means for reconfiguring the module to operate in a stand-alone mode; and

means for purging all remotely owned address entries from the address database upon reconfiguring the module to operate in the stand-alone mode.

93. The module in accordance with claim 87 further comprising:

means for determining that one of the interconnected modules has been removed; and

means for purging all remotely owned address entries associated with the removed module from the address database.

94. A method for managing addresses by a module in a communication system having a plurality of interconnected modules, the method comprising:

receiving a data packet from a first communication device, the data packet having a source address;

adding an address entry associated with the source address as a locally owned address entry to an address database maintained by the module;

transmitting a control message comprising the source address to another interconnected module for adding a corresponding remotely owned address entry associated with the source address to an address database maintained by the another interconnected module;

determining that the locally owned address entry is obsolete;

purging the locally owned address entry from the address database maintained by the module; and

transmitting a purge message comprising the source address to the another interconnected module for purging the remotely owned address entry associated with the source address from the address database maintained by the another interconnected module.

95. The method in accordance with claim 94 wherein the control message further comprises a module identifier identifying the module.

96. The method in accordance with claim 94 further comprising:

adding a remotely owned address entry to the address database maintained by the module in response to receiving a control message from another interconnected module, the control message received from another interconnected module comprising a source address of a second communication device;

purging the remotely owned address entry in the address database maintained by the module in response to receiving a purge message from the another interconnected module.

97. The method in accordance with claim 94 wherein the determining that the locally owned address entry is obsolete is based upon performing an aging function.

* * * * *